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 XS650 professional custom build -
$3500 (White Bluff) 

nashville > motorcycles/scooters - by owner
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Ground up custom built from 3-4 xs650's. Hand made ridged
rear frame, original engine cradle and neck/forks. All
hydraulic brakes. Hand made forward controls and rear sets,
made from animal foot traps. Suicide shift (clutch is
controlled with your left foot and gears shifted with left arm)
Chrome LED turn/running lights. Engine has about 13k miles
and runs great. Gas tank needs repainted but the rest is
decent.(I'm a builder not a painter! LOL)
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yamaha xs 650  

fuel: gas  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6217274969  posted: 4 days ago  email to friend

♥ best of [?]

safety tips
prohibited items
product recalls
avoiding scams

decent.(I'm a builder not a painter! LOL)
Wheels painted with glow in the dark paint.
Price is negotiational during reassemble, I would take $2,500
how it sits, price will rise as assembly continues. The sooner
it sells the cheaper it will go.
Will consider partial trades, especially for older Jeep pick up
or wagoners, bikes, cars etc....

Text or call "Hammer" 615 97nine 8100
With any questions or trades
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